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This non-slip fitness mat features a smooth, sweat-absorbent surface that allows for flexibility and grip throughout meditation, yoga sessions,
and even during hot yoga making it a great fitness workout pad. These thick exercise yoga mats are a great workout mat. COMFORT,
BALANCE NON SLIP EXERCISE MAT - The sturdy, thick construction of this exercise mat would give you stability and support during high
intensity and lengthy workouts. Making this gym mat especially great for hot yoga and works great as a fold up fitness mat and functions as a
workout cushion mat.This Pilates mat extra thick exercise yoga mat is made from lightweight and eco-friendly yoga mat materials, making it
portable, eco-friendly, and convenient, the perfect yoga equipment for travelers and add a mat strap for extra portability. QUALITY
GUARANTEE - These non-slip yoga mats are made from the best quality eco-friendly mat materials, and we stand by the quality of this product.
HAPPY CUSTOMERS - Your satisfaction is important to us, and we are happy to help resolve any issues you might have with your purchase. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
26,90 €

Discount -7,00 €

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerSol Living 

Description DURABLE AND NONSLIP YOGA MATS - Each yoga pad measures 24” W x 72” L x 5 mm thick. Featuring an extra thick, smooth
surface this travel fitness mat provides an excellent foundation for your pilates and yoga workout. It makes it a great exercise non slip mat for all
your yoga needs whether it is hot yoga, vinyasa or everyday yoga, this yoga pad is perfect. This yoga workout mat offers better traction and slip-
free movement so your hand and body stay in place while doing more complex poses. WIDE AND THICK YOGA MAT FOR ALL YOUR YOGA -
Who needs heavy fitness equipment for a healthy lifestyle when you can have a home workout mat? Yoga mats thick, beautiful and colorful
making it the best yoga mat for you which are both stylish and practical. These wide and thick exercise yoga mat is a great workout mat that
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comes in four bright patterns, ranging from solid-colored yoga mats to printed yoga mats, for personalized style. ECO-FRIENDLY TRAVEL
FITNESS MAT - Made of 6P Free and latex free materials, this thick extra long yoga mat is for ideal health  

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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